A product sheet from O2

More collaboration. More security.
And much more than file sharing.
Box from O2 is a collaboration tool that lets organisations share
and work on content online. But that’s where comparisons with other
cloud-based file sharing services end. Box sets new standards for security
and collaboration, which supports the move to more flexible working.
And from O2 , you get a full end-to-end service and have the simplicity
of dealing with just one supplier.
Box doesn’t just meet the security, mobility, access and workflow needs
of your organisation, it also matches the expectations of your people.
It’s used by 32 million people worldwide and with 37% of employees
working from three or more locations, and 53% using three or more
devices for work, it is increasingly seen as a key tool to deliver the
benefits of flexible working. Box from O2 is part of our true end-to-end
service – from mobile to desktop, on-premise to the cloud.
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With Box you can:
•
•
•
•

Control who sees what
Apply usage and editing rules to groups or individuals
Track and audit document changes
Ensure version control (even on social elements
like comments)
• Use the Box app to securely link people, devices and
files across locations, at any time

Security
Box is approved by the Cabinet Office to hold official
data and offers levels of security not found in other
cloud-based services. Users and permissions are managed
through a simple admin portal and files can
be password protected. It’s a level of security that’s
mirrored across our solutions. In fact, O2 is the first
UK mobile network to receive CAS(T) certification –
a security standard established and assessed by GCHQ.
Other security features include:
•
•
•
•
•

Data encryption
Device controls
App security
Identity authentication and authorisation
Monitoring, reporting and compliance

All your data is stored in highly secure data centres
and Box is compliant with all the leading security
certifications: ISO27001, PCI DSS, Safe Harbour,
and SSAE16 Type II, SOC 1 and 2.

Collaboration
You can access Box on your mobile or tablet, through
a range of apps for iPhone, iPad, Android and BlackBerry.
Remote or highly mobile teams can access, synchronise
and share information quickly and securely. This boosts
your productivity, ensures projects are completed faster
and makes decision-making quicker. Box provides a single
point of access and can integrate with other systems
like NetSuite, Salesforce.com, SharePoint, DocuSign
and Office 365. Box is optimised to support and drive
mobile strategies and help you experience the benefits
of flexible working. Access and usage rights for Box from
O2 can also be managed as part of our mobile device
management solution, which allows you to set policies
right down to the individual SIM level.

The benefits of Box from O2
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The highest levels of security
End-to-end managed service
A boost to collaboration and productivity
Enables mobility
Easy to implement and maintain
Granular levels of control, management, access
and customisation
Integrated mobile access
O2 as a single, trusted supplier
Data-encrypted secure storage (SSAE 16 Type II)
Content and social workflow management
Full integration with other systems/platforms

We’ll support you all the way
Box is priced per user, per month, with features
depending upon your individual plan. We can also
help you get up and running with a choice of three
services. For more information on the Box solution
that’s right for you or to arrange a demo, call us on
01235 433 507 or visit o2.co.uk/enterprise

Why O2?
We are a trusted adviser with years of unrivalled
business mobile experience. Where others may
offer a single product or solution, we have a
substantial portfolio of Enterprise Mobility solutions
which can be integrated and provided as a single
end-to-end service. These include fast mobile,
voice and data connectivity as a single network,
managed security and access solutions, plus devices
and applications for every sector. Our solutions
work on-premise, as hybrid and on the cloud.
It’s our experience of delivering these services to
180,000 internal customers in 26 countries, and to
our many external customers, that means we can
guarantee the best possible service.
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